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Microelectromechanical systems, often ab-
breviated as MEMS, are an emerging set
of technologies that make it possible to
miniaturize and mass-produce large num-

bers of integrated sensors, actuators, and computers. By
merging sensing and actuation with computation and
communication, MEMS devices can be distributed
throughout the environment, coated on surfaces, or em-
bedded within everyday objects to create distributed sys-
tems for sensing, reasoning about, and responding to
events in the physical world on a scale never before pos-
sible. Distributed MEMS applications go well beyond
the scaling limits of today’s computational paradigms,
posing serious challenges and new opportunities for in-
formation technology.

At first glance, from a computational perspective, cou-
pling computation to the physical world might not sound
like something new or terribly challenging. After all, for
the past 20 years the microelectronics revolution has led
to an increased reliance on computation throughout our
daily lives. Computation is embedded in watches and
telephones, in automobiles and aircraft, and even in
toasters. A rich variety of computational tools has been
developed for these embedded systems, allowing them
to be limited by issues of size and cost rather than by fun-
damental limits of information technology.

MEMS changes the rules. Today’s embedded systems
typically consist of a handful of discrete sensors and ac-

tuators that are physically wired to a central control com-
puter. In contrast, as illustrated by the example in Figure
1, MEMS-based systems can consist of thousands of in-
tegrated sensors, actuators, and computers acting over a
large area. How can we structure computation and com-
munication to enable large arrays of spatially distributed
devices to act in coordination on global goals, while con-
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How do you program a cloud of dust? That is just one computational challenge
posed by MEMS, a technology in which multitudes of interacting tiny machines can

add computational behavior to materials and the environment in an embedded,
massively distributed fashion.
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Figure 1. The distributed MEMS approach involves spread-
ing integrated sense–act–compute modules over large
areas to sense the physical world and act upon it. Tiny
“flaps” embedded in the surface of an airplane wing, for
instance, can reduce drag by sensing vortices and
interacting with them. See http://ho.seas.ucla.edu.
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stantly interacting with and adapting to the en-
vironment in real time? In essence, the challenge
that MEMS places on information technology is
not merely to coordinate lots of tiny computers,
but rather to add a bit of computational behavior
to materials and the environment.

What is MEMS?
Using the fabrication techniques and materials
of microelectronics as a basis, MEMS processes
construct both mechanical and electrical com-
ponents. Mechanical components in MEMS,
like transistors in microelectronics, have di-
mensions that are measured in microns and
numbers measured from a few to millions.
MEMS is not about any one single application
or device, nor is it defined by a single fabrica-
tion process or limited to a few materials. More
than anything else, MEMS is a fabrication ap-
proach that conveys the advantages of miniatur-
ization, multiple components, and microelectronics
to the design and construction of integrated
electromechanical systems. Regardless of what
type of micromachining process is used, all
MEMS fabrication approaches share these three
key characteristics.

Miniaturization
Miniaturization is not the only characteristic

of MEMS, but it is important. It brings many ad-
vantages to the performance of electromechani-
cal devices and systems. Structures that are rela-
tively small and light lead to devices that have
relatively high resonant frequencies. These high
resonant frequencies in turn mean higher oper-
ating frequencies and bandwidths for sensors and
actuators. Thermal time constants—the rates at
which structures absorb and release heat—are
shorter for smaller, less massive structures.

But miniaturization is not the principal driving
force for MEMS that it is for microelectronic de-
vices such as integrated circuits. Because MEMS
devices are by definition interacting with some
aspect of the physical world (such as pressure, in-
ertia, fluid flow, light), there is a size below which
further smallness is detrimental to device and sys-
tem operation. For example, reducing the size
(and thus the mass) of an accelerometer makes it
harder to detect low-g accelerations. This mini-
mum size varies with the application, but for most
MEMS applications the size limits are one to two
orders of magnitude larger than the smallest mi-
croelectronic device features. Figure 2 illustrates
the scale of one type of MEMS device, shown in

detail in Figure 3. The reason for the dandelion
seed in Figure 2 will become more clear later.

Multiplicity
Multiplicity, or the batch fabrication inherent

in photolithographic-based MEMS processing,
is as important as miniaturization. It provides
two important advantages to electromechanical
devices and systems. Multiplicity makes it pos-
sible to fabricate ten thousand or a million
MEMS components as easily and quickly as one.
As the semiconductor industry has proved, such
economies of scale are critical for reducing unit
costs. The second, equally important advantage

Figure 2. The scale of MEMS technology: a MEMS on-chip laser and
optical system (the small rectangle overlaid on the ruler) is shown
here on the same scale as a single dandelion seed—something so
small and light that it literally floats in the air.

Figure 3. The laser from Figure 2, in detail. This
MEMS laser, with optics suitable for transmitting
light off-chip, gives an idea of what is technologi-
cally possible today. It was fabricated by Lih-Yuan
Lin and Shi-Sheng Lee in Ming C. Wu’s research
group at UCLA.

.
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of multiplicity is the additional flexibility in the
design of massively parallel, interconnected
electromechanical systems.

Rather than designing components, the em-
phasis can shift to designing the pattern and
form of interconnections (interactions or coor-
dinated action) among thousands or millions of
components. This approach to design has been
standard operating procedure in microelectronic
systems design for nearly three decades.

When integrated circuit engineers design and
lay out a new circuit, they don’t design new
components, but instead design the pattern of
interconnections among millions of relatively
simple and identical components. The diversity
and complexity of function in integrated circuits
is a direct result of the diversity and complexity
of the interconnections. It is the differences in
the interconnections that differentiate a micro-
processor from a memory. The multiplicity
characteristic of MEMS has already been ex-
ploited in the development and recent demon-
stration of a digital micromirror display. In an
array about the size of two standard postage
stamps, over a million mirrors—each the size of
a red blood cell—collectively generate a com-
plete, high-resolution video image. Trying to
build and operate such a display using conven-
tional methods of mechanical component man-
ufacturing and assembly would be nearly im-
possible and certainly not affordable.

Microelectronics
Finally, neither the miniaturization nor the

multiplicity characteristics of MEMS could be
fully exploited were it not for the microelectron-
ics that is merged with the electromechanical

components. It does not matter if the electronics
processing and micromachining steps are inter-
leaved, or if electronics processing precedes mi-
cromachining, or if microelectronics processing
and micromachining are done separately and the
components later packaged together by flip-chip
or wire bonding. Regardless, the microelectron-
ics integrated into MEMS devices provides the
latter with intelligence and allows closed-loop
feedback systems, localized signal conditioning,
and the control of massively parallel actuator ar-
rays. Moreover, the considerable investment that
has been put into microelectronics materials and
processing, and the expertise built up in this field,
is helping the development of MEMS devices
and will also help in their acceptance by systems
designers and integrators.

Computational challenges
MEMS will draw on and drive computation in
four key areas:

(1) control of large numbers of distributed
MEMS sensors and actuators,

(2) distributed intelligence, raising the gen-
eral intelligence and capability of machines and
matter,

(3) MEMS devices as computational elements, 
(4) multiple-energy-domain simulation, analy-

sis, and design.

We will look briefly at only the first of these ar-
eas: the problems and opportunities created by
the control of large numbers (thousands to mil-
lions) of MEMS sensors and actuators, including
coupling to the physical world and environment-
driven event-time demands on computation.

One of the most significant computational
challenges posed by MEMS is the tight coupling
of MEMS devices to the environment. This cou-
pling causes the computation to be directed by
events in the environment in real time, effectively
making the differential equations that model the
behavior of the physical world an implicit part of
a distributed computer program. Questions of
where and when to sense, of how many different
sensor readings need to be correlated to deter-
mine what action to take, and of where and when
an action will have the desired effect, are all de-
termined by the physics of the environment as-
sociated with each application. The answers can
vary over time as the environment changes.

Distributed MEMS applications can be
grouped roughly into three classes:

Figure 4. Ex-
ample of an
“active
surface”
MEMS device.
This one is a
tiny “flap”;
many flaps
working
together
could poten-
tially reduce
drag on an
airplane wing
as suggested
in Figure 1, or
position a
part for
assembly.

.
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♦ Smart particles distributed in the environ-
ment, in which the location of the devices rela-
tive to one another varies over time. Challenges
unique to smart particles include determination
of relative locations, establishing a time-varying
communication network, and synchronizing
collaborative actions over extended distances. In
the next section we’ll discuss “MEMS dust” as
an example of smart particles.

♦ Active surfaces, in which the devices are per-
manently attached to a surface so that there is a
fixed topology (see Figure 4). The devices are
coupled primarily to the dynamics of the
medium they are manipulating, not to the dy-
namics of the surface they are attached to. The
primary challenge to information technology
posed by active surfaces is to dynamically recruit
neighborhoods of devices to work together to in-
teract with the physical world at a local scale,
whether it be to position a part for assembly or to
influence a vortex moving on an airplane wing.

♦ Smart structures, in which the MEMS elements
are fixed in place and their interactions are coupled
to one another through the dynamics of the mater-
ial to which they are attached, leading to a need for
some degree of global as well as local coordination.

Various MEMS configurations each pose a
somewhat different set of computational chal-
lenges, which can be classified by the factors
shown in Figure 5. For example, in the case of
airborne surveillance particles, part of the chal-
lenge is a time-varying spatial configuration (dy-
namic topology). For active aerodynamic sur-
faces, control is complicated by the dynamics of
the fluid being manipulated, and by the need for
actuators to take on different roles depending
on the location of vortices (varying logical or-
ganization, coupling with the physical world).

A concrete example: MEMS dust
Projections of technology trends indicate that
within 4 to 5 years, it should become possible to
use MEMS technology to construct a “smart
dust” particle, as illustrated in Figure 6. A cloud
of smart dust or dirt particles would be useful for
a wide variety of applications, ranging from mil-
itary reconnaissance (what’s over that hill?) to
precision farming (how much fertilizer does this
particular square foot of farmland need?) to mon-
itoring air quality or rush-hour traffic conditions.

The device shown in Figure 6, designed for
aerial release, would last about an hour (with no
recharging) in continuous operation of sensing,

computing, and transmitting data. (Recharging
by solar cells would increase its effective life.)
This continuous operating mode, however, is for
use when the particle finds itself in the vicinity of
an interesting event. In sample mode, where it
just wakes up roughly 1 percent of the time and
takes a look around to see if anything interesting
is happening, a MEMS dust particle would have
enough power to operate for more than 4 days.

How do you program a cloud of dust?
MEMS dust pushes the limits of today’s com-

putational paradigms in areas from networking
to computer vision, raising many questions.

How can we coordinate large numbers of un-
reliable parts? Some dust particles aren’t going
to be working and/or awake at any given time.
The individual nodes will need to wake up, find
out who their neighbors are, coordinate with
one another, and take on tasks like distributed
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Figure 5.
Rough classifi-
cation of the
challenges that
various MEMS
applications
pose for 
information
technology.

MEMS Dust

Actuators
Power

Electronics
Microphone

IR Detector

Steerable “Parachute”
Antenna

Mass:   12mg (battery)
Speed:  100m/hr
Energy:  16 J (180uW•day)

    1mW solar

Energy Requirements
  • RF at O(100MHz) for 100m:  ~1mW Tx, ~1mW Rx
  • Compute 5 SPECs: ~1mW, 0.5MByte storage
  • Sensors ~0.1-1mW 

Estimated terminal velocity: 3 cm/sec

2000 ft. free fall:
          5.6 hours

Battery:
   4.5 days
           (1% sample mode)
   65 minutes continuous

Figure 6. Schematic of a MEMS dust particle 1 cm long and 1 mm
wide. It would fall at about 3 cm/s; thus if released at 2,000 feet 
it would stay aloft for about 5.5 hours (possibly longer if it rides 
thermal currents).
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acoustic sensing and sound localization that re-
quire coordination of multiple particles.

How can complex real-time signal processing
computations be divided to run in parallel on a
cloud of dust particles? Smart dust blurs the dis-
tinction between distributed computing (using
paradigms like client-server models) and paral-
lel computing (with paradigms like SIMD and
VLIW). Parallel computing has traditionally in-
volved relatively close temporal synchronization
among processes, which tend to be running on a
set of processors located quite near one another.
Distributed computing, on the other hand, has
typically been associated with processes that
may be operating in distant locations, synchro-
nizing and exchanging results far less frequently.
Distributed MEMS will require new paradigms
that support a high degree of synchronization
over fairly large distances in order to enable ap-
plications, such as sound localization, that re-
quire tight synchronization to correlate data
about events in the environment in real time.

Smart dust raises many other questions that
pose serious challenges for computational science.
Should all the smart dust particles run the same
program, as in a SIMD machine, or should parti-
cles specialize and diverge from one another?
How do the particles synchronize with one an-
other? How can particles be dynamically recruited
into collaborative groups? How can communica-
tion be established and maintained in a system
where the physical topology varies over time?
How do we build a global view of a situation using
many small pieces of information that are col-
lected in different places at different times? In an
energy-limited programming environment, when
is it better to compute (interpolate) a result, when
is it better to communicate with a neighboring
particle to obtain the result, and when is it better
to sense the result in the environment? How can
spatially distinct data streams collected at differ-
ent times be combined in an energy-efficient
manner? What are the abstraction mechanisms
that allow easy programming of these systems?

MEMS technologies have a rich assortment
of applications, including inertial mea-

surement and navigation, micro-optomechani-
cal devices, mass data storage, distributed sensing
and control, and aerodynamic control of aircraft.
The binding theme of MEMS technologies is
the merger of sensing and actuation with com-
putation and communication. As advances in
MEMS enable higher levels of electronic–

mechanical integration and greater numbers and
densities of devices, computational scientists will
be called upon to devise new computational
strategies and new architectures that reflect dis-
tributed MEMS structures. These contributions
will be critical to advancing and fully exploiting
the opportunities created by MEMS. ♦
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